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ABSTRACT

We present SPR, a new program repair system that combines staged program repair and condition synthesis. These techniques enable SPR to work productively with a set of parameterized transformation schemas to generate and efficiently search a rich space of program repairs. Together these techniques enable SPR to generate correct repairs for over five times as many defects as previous systems evaluated on the same benchmark set.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite decades of effort, defect triage and correction remains a central concern in software engineering. Indeed, modern software projects contain so many defects, and the cost of correcting defects remains so large, that projects typically ship with a long list of known but uncorrected defects. Consequences of this unfortunate situation include pervasive security vulnerabilities and the diversion of resources that would be better devoted to other, more productive, activities.

Automatic program repair holds out the promise of significantly reducing the time and effort required to deal with software defects. In the last decade researchers have developed automatic techniques that have been demonstrated to successfully correct targeted but important classes of defects such as out of bounds accesses [33, 30, 34], integer overflow errors [34], null pointer dereferences [11, 23], infinite loops [18], memory leaks [27], and data structure corruption errors [9, 10, 8]. But impoverished search spaces and inefficient search algorithms have crippled the ability of previous systems to generate correct repairs for more general classes of defects [20, 37, 32].

1.1 Staged Program Repair (SPR)

We present SPR, a new program repair system that uses a novel staged program repair strategy to efficiently search a rich search space of candidate repairs. Three key techniques work synergistically together to enable SPR to generate successful repairs for a range of software defects. Together, these techniques enable SPR to generate correct repairs for over five times as many defects as previous systems evaluated on the same benchmark set:

- **Parameterized Transformation Schemas**: SPR deploys a set of general transformation schemas, each of which implements a strategy designed to generate repairs that correct an identified class of defects. Because each schema is parameterized, it represents a large class of program transformations. Together, these schemas enable SPR to work with a rich search space that contains many successful repairs for common defects.

- **Target Value Search**: Given a parameterized transformation schema, SPR uses target value search to quickly determine if there is any parameter value that will enable the schema to produce a successful repair. If not, SPR rejects the schema and bypasses all of the many repairs that the schema can generate.

- **Condition Synthesis**: Many of the SPR transformation schemas take a logical condition as a parameter. The SPR condition synthesis algorithm first uses target value search to obtain constraints that any such logical condition should satisfy. It then works with these constraints to synthesize logical expressions that enable the transformation schema to generate a successful repair.

A key insight is that staging the repair process as transformation selection, target value search, and condition synthesis enables SPR to immediately bypass the overwhelming majority of candidate repairs and focus the search on the most promising regions of the space. Our results highlight the effectiveness of this strategy — staged repair can deliver two orders of magnitude reduction in the size of the space that SPR explores. Staged program repair is therefore critical in enabling SPR to work productively with large repair search spaces that contain many useful repairs.

1.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate SPR on 69 real world defects and 36 functionality changes from the repositories of eight real world applications. This is the same benchmark set used to evaluate several previous automatic patch generation systems [20,
The SPR search space contains transformations that correctly repair 19 of the 69 defects (and 1 of the 36 functionality changes). For 11 of these 19 defects, SPR generates the correct repair as the first repair to validate (i.e., produce correct outputs for all test cases in the test suite). These correct repairs semantically match corresponding repairs provided by human developers. For comparison, previous systems generate correct patches for only one [20] or two [37, 32] of the 69 defects in this benchmark set.

A repair is plausible if it produces correct outputs for all of the test cases in the test suite (a plausible repair may be incorrect — it may produce incorrect outputs for test cases not in the test suite). SPR generates plausible repairs for 38 of the 69 defects (and 3 of the 36 functionality changes). For comparison, previous systems generate plausible patches for only 16 [20] or 25 [37, 32] of the 69 defects in this benchmark set.²

These results highlight the success of SPR’s staged approach and the synergistic relationship between its three novel techniques. Parameterized transformation schemas produce a rich repair space that contains many useful repairs. Target value search enables the efficient search algorithm required to make this rich repair space viably searchable in practice. And condition synthesis delivers the logical expressions required to successfully instantiate the transformation schemas to obtain successful repairs.

1.3 Repair Prioritization and Prophet

SPR uses a set of heuristics to prioritize the order in which it validates repairs (see Section 3.4). The goal is to obtain a sequence of plausible repairs in which the correct repair appears as early as possible (and ideally the first repair in the sequence to validate). The SPR heuristics are reasonably effective at satisfying this goal — for 11 of the 19 relevant defects the correct repair is the first to validate. But there is room for improvement.

Prophet [21] searches the same repair space as SPR, but works with a large corpus of correct repairs from human developers. It processes this corpus to learn a probabilistic model that assigns a probability to each candidate repair in the search space. This probability indicates the likelihood that the repair is correct. It then uses this model to prioritize its search of the repair space. The results show that Prophet’s learned repair correctness model outperforms SPR’s heuristics — for 15 of the 19 defects, Prophet finds the correct repair as the first repair to validate. This result highlights how leveraging information available in existing large software development projects can significantly improve our ability to automatically manipulate large software systems.

1.4 Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:

• **Staged Program Repair:** It introduces staged program repair a new technique for automatically generating and efficiently searching rich repair spaces that contain many useful repairs.

• **Search Space:** It presents a set of transformation schemas that 1) generate a search space with many useful repairs and 2) synergistically enable the development of a staged repair system that uses condition synthesis to efficiently search the generated space.

• **Condition Synthesis:** It presents a novel condition synthesis algorithm. This algorithm first uses target value search to obtain constraints that would enable the repaired program to produce correct outputs for all test cases in the test suite. It then generates logical conditions that successfully approximate the set of branch directions. This condition synthesis algorithm enables SPR to efficiently search the space of conditions in the SPR search space.

• **Experimental Results:** It presents experimental results that characterize the effectiveness of SPR in automatically finding correct repairs for 11 out of 69 benchmark defects and plausible repairs for 37 of these defects. The results also show that the SPR search space contains correct repairs for 19 of the 69 defects. We discuss several extensions to the SPR search space and identify the correct repairs that each extension would bring into the search space.

2. EXAMPLE

We next present an example that illustrates how SPR repairs a defect in the PHP interpreter. The PHP interpreter before 5.3.7 (or svn version before 309580) contains a defect (PHP bug #54283) in its implementation of the DatePeriod object constructor [3]. If a PHP program calls the DatePeriod constructor with a single NULL value as the parameter (e.g., DatePeriod(NULL)), the PHP interpreter dereferences an uninitialized pointer and crashes.

Figure 1 presents simplified source code (from the source file `ext/date/php_date.c`) that contains this defect. The code in Figure 1 presents the C function inside the PHP interpreter that implements the DatePeriod constructor. The PHP interpreter calls this function to handle DatePeriod constructor calls in PHP programs.

A PHP program can invoke the DatePeriod constructor with either three parameters or a single string parameter. If the constructor is invoked with three parameters, one of the two calls to `zend_parse_parameter_ex()` on lines 9-15 will succeed and set `interval` to point to a TimeInterval PHP object. These two calls leave `isostr_len` and `isostr` unchanged. If the constructor is invoked with a single string parameter, the third call to `zend_parse_parameter_ex()` on lines 17-18 parses the parameters and sets `isostr` to point to a PHP string object. `isostr_len` is the string length.

The then clause in lines 35-38 is designed to process calls with one parameter. The defect is that the programmer assumed (incorrectly) that all one parameter calls will set `isostr_len` to a non-zero value. But if the constructor is called with a null string, `isostr_len` will be zero. The if condition at line 34 classifies the call as a three parameter call and executes the else clause in lines 40-44. In this
Figure 1: Simplified Code for PHP bug #54283

case interval is uninitialized and the program will crash when the invoked zend_object_store_get_object() function dereferences interval.

We apply SPR to automatically generate a repair for this defect. Specifically, we give SPR:

- **Program to Repair**: Version 309579 of the PHP source code (this version contains the defect).
- **Negative Test Cases**: Test cases that expose the defect — i.e., test cases that PHP version 30979 does not pass but the repaired version should pass. In this example there is a single negative test case.
- **Positive Test Cases**: Test cases that prevent regression — i.e., test cases that the version 30979 already passes and that the patched code should still pass. In this example there are 6974 positive test cases.

**Defect Localization**: SPR compiles the PHP interpreter with additional profiling instrumentation to produce execution traces. It then executes this profiling version of PHP on both the negative and positive test cases. SPR observes that the negative test case always executes the statement at lines 42-43 in Figure 1 while the positive test cases rarely execute this statement. SPR therefore identifies the enclosing if statement (line 34) as a high priority repair target.

**First Stage: Select Transformation Schema**: SPR selects transformation schemas to apply to the repair target. One of these schemas is a Condition Refinement schema that loosens the if condition by disjoining an abstract condition abstract_cond() to the if condition.

**Second Stage: Condition Synthesis**: SPR uses condition synthesis to instantiate the abstract condition abstract_cond() in the selected transformation schema.

- **Target Condition Value Search**: SPR replaces the target if statement on line 34 with the transformation schema on line 29. The schema takes an abstraction condition abstract_cond() as a parameter. SPR links PHP against a SPR library that implements abstract_cond(). Note that if abstract_cond() always returns 0, the semantics of PHP does not change. SPR searches for a sequence of return values from abstract_cond() that causes PHP to produce the correct result for the negative test case. SPR repeatedly executes PHP on the test case, generating a different sequence of 0/1 return values from abstract_cond() on each execution. In the example, flipping the return value of the last invocation of abstract_cond() from 0 to 1 produces the correct output.
- **Instrumented Reexecutions**: SPR instruments the code to record, for each invocation of abstract_cond(), a mapping from the values of local variables, accessed global variables, and values accessed via pointers in the surrounding context to the abstract_cond() return value. SPR reexecutes the negative test case with the sequence of abstract_cond() return values that produces the correct output. It also reexecutes the positive test cases with an all 0 sequence of abstract_cond() return values (so that these reexecutions preserve the correct outputs for the positive test cases).

**Condition Generation**: SPR uses the recorded mappings to generate a symbolic condition that approximates the mappings. In the example, isostir is never 0 in the negative test case execution. In the positive test case executions, isostir is always zero when abstract_cond() is invoked (note that || is a short circuit operator). SPR therefore generates the symbolic condition (isostir != 0) as the parameter.

**Condition Validation**: SPR reexecutes the PHP interpreter with abstract_cond() replaced with (isostir != 0). PHP passes all test cases and SPR has found a successful repair (lines 30-31 in Figure 1).

The official patch from the PHP developer in version 309580 replaces isostr_len with isostr (line 33 in Figure 1). At this program point, isostr_len is zero whenever isostr is zero. The SPR repair is therefore functionally equivalent to the official patch from the PHP developer.

3. DESIGN

SPR starts with a program with a defect and a test suite. The suite contains positive test cases, for which the program already produces correct outputs, and negative test cases, which expose the defect that causes the program to produce incorrect outputs. The goal is to generate a repair that enables the program to pass the supplied test suite (i.e., produce correct outputs for all test cases in the test suite).
The first three rules in Figure 3 present the operational semantics of input read, if, and print statements. “c" in Figure 3 is the sequence concatenation operator. The notation \("σℓ\rightarrow c\Rightarrow x^*\)" indicates that the condition \(c\) evaluates to \(x\) under the environment \(σ\). Note that for programs that do not contain abstract expressions, \(D\), \(R\), and \(S\) are unchanged. See our technical report [22] for the rules for other kinds of statements.

### 3.2 Transformation Schemas

Figure 4 presents our program transformation function \(M\). It takes a program \((p,n)\) and produces a set of candidate modified programs after transformation schema application. \(TL(p,n)\) is the set of target statement labels to transform. Our error localizer (Section 3.4) identifies this set of statements. \(SimpleS(p)\) denotes all simple statements (i.e. \(SimpleStat\)) in \(p\). \(Vars(p)\) and \(Vars(s)\) denote all variables in the program \(p\) and in the statement \(s\), respectively. \(Consts(p)\) denotes all constants in \(p\). \(RepS(p,s)\) is an utility function that returns the set of statements generated by replacing a variable or a constant in \(s\) with other variables or constants in \(p\). Specifically, SPR works with the following transformation schemas:

- **Condition Refinement**: Given a target if statement, SPR transforms the condition of the if statement by conjoining or disjoining an abstract condition to the original if condition (\(M_{\text{tightly}}\) and \(M_{\text{loosely}}\)).
- **Condition Introduction**: Given a target statement, SPR transforms the program so that the statement executes only if an abstract condition is true (\(M_{\text{guard}}\)).
- **Conditional Control Flow Introduction**: SPR inserts a new control flow statement (return, break, or goto) to an existing statement that executes only if an abstract condition is true (\(M_{\text{control}}\)).
- **Insert Initialization**: For each identified statement, SPR generates repairs that insert a memory initialization statement before the identified statement (\(M_{\text{init}}\)).
- **Value Replacement**: For each identified statement, SPR generates repairs that replace one variable with another, an invoked function with another, or a constant with another constant (\(M_{\text{rep}}\)).
- **Copy and Replace**: For each identified statement, SPR generates repairs that copy an existing statement to the program point before the identified statement and then apply a Value Replacement transformation (\(M_{\text{CpRep}}\)).

Note that the transformation schemas \(M_{\text{tightly}}, M_{\text{loosely}}, M_{\text{guard}},\) and \(M_{\text{control}}\) introduce an abstract condition into the generated candidate programs. The transformation schemas \(M_{\text{rep}}\) and \(M_{\text{CpRep}}\) may introduce a print statement with an abstract expression. These abstract conditions and expressions will be handled by the repair algorithm later.

### 3.3 Staged Repair with Condition Synthesis

Figure 6 presents our main staged repair algorithm with condition synthesis. Given a program \((p,n)\), a set of positive test cases \(PosT\), and a set of negative test cases \(NegT\), the algorithm produces a repaired program \((pt,n')\) that passes all test cases. \(Exec((p,n), I, D)\) at lines 6, 13, 21, and 37 produces the results of running the program \((p,n)\) on the input \(I\) given the future abstract condition value sequence \(D\). \(Test((p,n), NegT, PosT)\) at lines 31, 40, and 42 produces

---

---
a boolean to indicate whether the program \( p \) passes all test cases. See Figure 5 for the definitions of Exec and Test.

The algorithm enumerates all transformed candidate programs in the search space derived from our transformation function \( M(p, n) \) (line 1). If the candidate program does not contain an abstract expression, the algorithm simply uses Test to validate the program (lines 42–43). If the candidate program contains an abstract condition, the algorithm applies condition synthesis (lines 3–33) in two stages, target condition value search and condition generation.

**Target Condition Value Search:** We augment the operational semantics of the core language to handle statements with an abstract condition. The last four rules in Figure 3 present the semantics of “if (c | abstmt) \( l_1 \ l_2 \)”. The rules for “if (c \& abstmt) \( l_1 \ l_2 \)” are similar [22].

The fifth rule in Figure 3 specifies the case where the result of the condition does not depend on the abstract condition (the semantics implements short-circuit conditionals). In this case the execution is transferred to the corresponding labels with \( D \) and \( R \) unchanged. The sixth rule specifies the case where there are no more future abstract condition values in the abstract condition \( abstmt \), with \( R \) and \( S \) appropriately updated. The last two rules specify the case where \( D \) is not empty. In this case the execution continues as if the abstract condition returns the next value in the sequence, \( D \) with \( R \) and \( S \) updated accordingly.

For each negative test case, the algorithm in Figure 6 searches a sequence of abstract condition values with the goal of finding a sequence of values that generates the correct output for the test case (lines 5–19). Flip is an utility function that flips the last non-zero value in a given value sequence (see Figure 5 for the formal definition). The algorithm (line 13) executes the program with different future abstract condition value sequences \( D \) to search for a sequence that passes each negative test case. If the algorithm cannot find such a sequence, it moves on to the next candidate program (line 16).

Note that the program may execute an abstract condition multiple times. SPR tries a configurable number (in our current implementation, 11) of different abstract condition value sequences for each negative test case in the loop (lines 8–14). At each iteration (except the last) of the loop, the algorithm flips the last non-zero value in the previous sequence. In the last iteration SPR flips all abstract condition values to one (line 10 in Figure 6).

The rationale is that, in practice, if a negative test case exposes an error at an if statement, either the last few executions of the if statement or all of the executions take the wrong branch direction. This empirical property holds for all defects in our benchmark set.

If a future abstract condition value sequence can be found for every negative test case, the algorithm concatenates the found sequences \( R \) and the corresponding recorded environments to \( S \) (lines 18–19). It then executes the candidate program with the positive test cases and concatenates the sequences and the recorded environments as well (lines 22–23). Note that for positive cases the algorithm simply returns zero for all abstract conditions, so that the candidate program has the same execution as the original program.

**Condition Generation:** The algorithm enumerates all conditions in the search space and evaluates each condition against the recorded condition values \( R \) and environments \( S \). It counts the number of recorded condition values that the condition matches. Our current condition space is the
Figure 5: Definitions of Exec, Test, Flip, F, and V

\[
\text{Figure 6: Repair generation algorithm with condition synthesis}
\]
3.4 Extensions for C

C Program Support: We have implemented SPR in C++ using the clang compiler front-end [1]. SPR applies the transformation function separately to each function in a C program. When SPR performs variable replacement or condition synthesis, it considers all variables (including local, global, and heap variables) that appear in the transformed function. During condition generation, SPR also searches existing conditions that occur in the same enclosing compound statement (in addition to conditions of the form $(v == \text{const})$ or $(v == \neg \text{const})$ described in Section 3.3).

When SPR inserts control statements, SPR generates repairs that include break, return, and goto statements. When inserting return statements, SPR generates a repair to return each constant value in the returned type that appeared in the enclosing function. When inserting goto statements, SPR generates a repair to jump to each already defined label in the enclosing function. When SPR inserts initialization statements, SPR generates repairs that call memset() to initialize memory blocks. When SPR copies statements, SPR generates repairs that copy compound statements in addition to simple statements, as long as the copied code can fit into the new context. SPR also extends its staged repair algorithm to constant string literals in C print statements (e.g., printf()). See our technical report [22] for implementation details.

Error Localizer: The SPR error localizer recomposes the given application with additional instrumentation. It inserts a call back before each statement in the source code to record a positive counter value as the timestamp of the statement execution. SPR then invokes the recompiled application on all test cases and produces a prioritized list that contains target statements to modify based on the recorded timestamp values. SPR prioritizes statements that 1) are executed with more negative test cases, 2) are executed with fewer positive test cases, and 3) are executed later during executions with negative test cases. Our technical report [22] presents the error localization algorithm.

Repair Test Order: SPR validates the generated candidate repairs one by one (line 1 in Figure 6). SPR prioritizes the generated patches as follows:

1. SPR first tests repairs that change only a branch condition (e.g., tighten and loosen a condition).
2. SPR tests repairs that insert an if-statement before a statement $s$, where $s$ is the first statement of a compound statement (i.e., C code block).
3. SPR tests repairs that insert an if-guard around a statement $s$.
4. SPR tests repairs with abstract print statements.
5. SPR tests repairs that insert a memory initialization.
6. SPR tests repairs that insert an if-statement before a statement $s$, where $s$ is the first statement of a compound statement.
7. SPR tests repairs a) that replace a statement or b) that insert a non-if statement (i.e., generated by $\text{McRep}$) before a statement $s$ where $s$ is the first statement of a compound statement.
8. SPR finally tests the remaining repairs.

If two repairs have the same tier in the previous list, their validation order is determined by the rank of the two corresponding original statements (which the two repairs modify) in the list returned by the error localizer.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate SPR on a benchmark set containing 69 defects and 36 functionality changes drawn from eight large open source applications, libtiff, lighttpd, the PHP interpreter, gmp, gzip, python, wireshark, and fbc [2, 20]. We address the following questions:

- Repair Generation: How many correct/plausible repairs can SPR generate for this benchmark set?
- Design Decisions: How do the various SPR design decisions affect the ability of SPR to generate repairs?
- Previous Systems: How does SPR compare with previous systems on this benchmark set?

4.1 Methodology

Reproduce the Defects/Changes: For each of the eight applications, we collected the defects/changes, test harnesses, test scripts, and test cases used in a previous study [2]. We modified the test scripts and test harnesses to eliminate various errors [32]. For libtiff, we implemented a tool to automatically apply partial patch validation, manually filtering the final generated repairs to report only plausible repairs [32]. We then reproduced each defect/change (except the fbc defects/changes) in our experimental environment, Amazon EC2 Intel Xeon 2.6GHz Machines running Ubuntu-64bit server 14.04. fbc runs only on 32-bit environments, so we use a virtual machine with Intel Core 2.7Ghz running Ubuntu-32bit 14.04 for the fbc experiments.

Apply SPR: For each defect/change, we ran SPR with a time limit of 12 hours. We terminate SPR when either 1) SPR successfully finds a repair that passes all of the test cases or 2) the time limit of 12 hours expires. To facilitate the comparison of SPR with previous systems, we run SPR twice for each defect: once without specifying a source code file to repair, then again specifying the same source code file to repair as previous systems [2, 20, 37].

Inspect Repair Correctness: For each defect/change, we manually inspect all of the repairs that SPR generates. We consider a generated repair correct if 1) the repair completely eliminates the defect exposed by the negative test cases so that no test case will be able to trigger the defect, and 2) the repair does not introduce any new defects.

We also analyze the developer patch (when available) for each of the defects/changes for which SPR generated plausible repairs. Our analysis indicates that the developer patches are consistent with our correctness analysis: 1) if our analysis indicates that the SPR repair is correct, then the repair has the same semantics as the developer patch and 2) if our analysis indicates that the SPR repair is not correct, then the repair has different semantics from the patch.

We acknowledge that, in general, determining whether a specific repair corrects a specific defect can be difficult (or in some cases not even well defined). We emphasize that this is not the case for the repairs and defects that we consider in this paper. The correct behavior for all of the defects is clear, as is repair correctness and incorrectness.

3Previous systems require the user of the system to identify a source code file to patch [2, 20, 37]. This requirement reduces the size of the search space but eliminates the ability of these systems to operate automatically without user input. SPR imposes no such restriction — it can operate fully automatically across the entire source code base. If desired, it can also work with a specified source code file to repair.
4.2 Summary of Experimental Results

Table 1 summarizes our benchmark set and our experimental results. Column 1 (App) presents the name of the benchmark application. Column 2 (LoC) presents the size of the benchmark application measured in the number of source code lines. Column 3 (Tests) presents the number of test cases. Column 4 (Defects/Changes) presents the number of defects/changes we considered in our experiments. Each entry is of the form X/Y, where X is the number of defects and Y is the number of changes.

Each entry in Column 5 (Plausible SPR) is of the form X/Y, where X is the number of defects and Y is the number of changes for which SPR generates a plausible repair. Column 6 (Plausible SPR WSF) presents the corresponding numbers for SPR running with a specified source code file to repair. For comparison, Columns 7-8 present the corresponding results for GenProg [20] and AE [37]. Columns 9-12 present the corresponding results for correct repairs.

Even with no specified source code file, SPR generates plausible repairs for at least 13 more defects than GenProg and AE (38 for SPR vs. 16 for GenProg and 25 for AE; GenProg and AE require the user to provide this information). The GenProg result tar file [2] reports results from 10 different GenProg executions with different random seeds. We count the defect as patched correctly by GenProg if any of the patches for that defect is correct. Our results show that SPR generates correct repairs for at least nine more defects than GenProg and AE (11 for SPR vs. one for GenProg and two for AE), even when the target source file is not specified.

Column 13 (Init Time) in Table 1 presents the average time SPR spent to initialize the repair process, which includes compiling the application and running the error localization. Column 14 (SPR Time) presents the average execution time of SPR on all defects/changes for which SPR generates repairs. Column 15 (SPR WSF Time) presents the average execution time for the runs where we specify a source code file to repair. When SPR generates a repair, it does so in less than two hours on average.

4.3 Correct Repair Analysis

When the target source file is not specified, the SPR repair search space contains correct repairs for 20 defects/changes. Table 2 classifies these 20 correct repairs. The first 11 of these 20 are the first plausible repair that SPR encounters during the search. The classification highlights the challenges that SPR must overcome to generate these correct repairs. Column 1 (Defect/Change) contains entries of the form X-Y-Z, where X is the name of the application that contains the defect/change, Y is the defective version, and Z is the reference repaired version.

Modification Operators: Column 2 (Repair Type) presents the repair type of the correct repair for each defect. “Add Control” indicates that the repair inserts a control statement with no condition. “Guarded Control” indicates that the repair inserts a guarded control statement with a meaningful condition. “Replace” indicates that the repair modifies an existing non-print statement using value replacement to replace an atom inside it. “Replace Print” indicates that the repair replaces an existing print statement via staged repair. “Copy and Replace” indicates that the repair copies a statement from somewhere else in the application using value replacement to replace an atom in the statement. “Add Init” indicates that the repair inserts an initialization statement. “Delete” indicates that the repair removes statements (this is a special case of the Condition Introduction in which the guard condition is set to false). “Redirect Branch” indicates that the repair removes one branch of an if statement and redirects all executions to the other branch (by setting the condition of the if statement to true or false). “Change Condition” indicates that the repair changes a branch condition in a non-trivial way (unlike

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Defects/Changes</th>
<th>Plausible SPR</th>
<th>GenProg</th>
<th>AE</th>
<th>Correct SPR</th>
<th>GenProg</th>
<th>AE</th>
<th>Init Time</th>
<th>SPR Time</th>
<th>SPR WSF Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libtiff</td>
<td>77k</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8/16</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>3/0</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>2.4m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighttpd</td>
<td>62k</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>3/1</td>
<td>4/2</td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>3/1</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>7.2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php</td>
<td>104k</td>
<td>8471</td>
<td>31/13</td>
<td>16/1</td>
<td>19/1</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>7/0</td>
<td>9/0</td>
<td>9/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>2/0</td>
<td>13.7m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip</td>
<td>491k</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4/2</td>
<td>2/0</td>
<td>2/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>7.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python</td>
<td>407k</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>5/1</td>
<td>3/1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>4.2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wireshark</td>
<td>281k</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>8.6m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fbc</td>
<td>97k</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>38/3</td>
<td>40/4</td>
<td>16/2</td>
<td>25/2</td>
<td>11/0</td>
<td>12/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>62k</td>
<td>4.0X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: SPR Repair Type and Condition Synthesis Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect/Change</th>
<th>Repair Type</th>
<th>Condition Value Search</th>
<th>On</th>
<th>Off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>php-307562-307561</td>
<td>Replace</td>
<td>0/139</td>
<td>6.3X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-307846-307853</td>
<td>Add Init</td>
<td>0/126</td>
<td>3.2X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-307914-307915</td>
<td>Replace Print</td>
<td>0/188</td>
<td>67.5X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-308774-308761</td>
<td>Guarded Control</td>
<td>0/257</td>
<td>4.5X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-309515-309535</td>
<td>Add Init</td>
<td>0/133</td>
<td>5.8X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-309579-309580</td>
<td>Change Condition</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>34.0X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-309892-309910</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>0/144</td>
<td>25.5X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-310991-310999</td>
<td>Change Condition</td>
<td>0/101</td>
<td>68.0X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-311446-311458</td>
<td>Redirect Branch</td>
<td>0/89</td>
<td>42.8X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libl4f-ec2ce5-bb09a1</td>
<td>Add Control</td>
<td>0/294</td>
<td>91.4X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip-13420-13421</td>
<td>Replace</td>
<td>0/515</td>
<td>3.7X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-308262-308315</td>
<td>Add Guard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6.9X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-309111-309159</td>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.9X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-309688-309716</td>
<td>Change Condition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.0X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-310011-310056</td>
<td>Copy and Replace</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.5X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libl4f-d13be-cca8</td>
<td>Change Condition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>121.4X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libl4f-5b021-3db8</td>
<td>Replace</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.5X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip-453f4-417cb4</td>
<td>Copy and Replace</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.0X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python-89785-89784</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>40.8X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fbc-35ab-35cd</td>
<td>Change Condition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>18.9X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Delete" and "Redirect Branch"). "Add Guard" indicates that the repair conditionally executes an existing statement by adding an if statement to enclose the statement.

A “+” in Column 2 indicates that the SPR repair for this defect is outside the search space of GenProg and AE (17 out of the 20 defects/changes). A “∗” in the column indicates that the SPR repair for this defect is outside the search space of PAR with the eight templates from the PAR paper [17] (11 out of the 20 defects/changes). See our technical report [22] for the analysis details.

**Condition Synthesis:** Each entry in Column 3 (Condition Value Search On) is of the form X/Y. Here Y is the total number of repair schema applications that contain an abstract target condition. X is the number of these schema applications for which SPR discovers a sequence of abstract condition values that generate correct outputs for all test cases. SPR performs the condition generation search for only these X schema applications. These results highlight the effectiveness of SPR’s staged condition synthesis algorithm — over 99.2% of the schema applications are discarded before SPR even attempts to find a condition that will repair the program. For all defects except php-310991-310999, SPR’s condition generation algorithm is able to find an exact match for the recorded abstract condition values. For php-310991-310999, the correct generated condition matches all except one of the recorded values. We attribute the discrepancy to the ability of the program to generate a correct result for both branch directions [35].

Column 4 (Condition Value Search Off) presents how many times more candidate repairs SPR would need to consider if SPR turned off condition value search and performed condition synthesis by simply enumerating and testing all conditions in the search space. These results show that SPR’s staged condition synthesis algorithm significantly reduces the number of candidate repairs that SPR needs to validate, in some cases by a factor of over two orders of magnitude.

### 4.4 Search Space Extensions

The current SPR repair space contains repairs for 19 of the 69 defects. Increasing the threshold of the error localization ranked list from 200 to 2000 would bring a repair for an additional defect into the search space. Extending the SPR condition space to include comparison operations (<, ≤, ≥, >) would bring repairs for an additional two defects into the repair space. Extending the repair space to include repairs that apply two transformation schemas (instead of only one as in the current SPR implementation) would bring repairs for another three defects into the space. Extending the Copy and Replace schema instantiation space to include more sophisticated replacement expressions would bring repairs for four more defects into the search space. Combining all three of these extensions would bring an additional six more defects into the search space. Repairs for the remaining 34 defects require changes to or insertions of at least three statements.

All of these extensions come with potential costs. The most obvious cost is the difficulty of searching a larger space. A more subtle cost is that increasing the search space may increase the number of plausible but incorrect repairs and make it harder to find the correct repair. It is straightforward to extend SPR to include comparison operators. The feasibility of supporting the other extensions is less clear.

### 5. LIMITATIONS

The data set considered in this paper was selected not by us, but by the GenProg developers in an attempt to obtain a large, unbiased, and realistic benchmark set [20]. Nevertheless, one potential threat to validity is that our results may not generalize to other defects and test suites.

SPR applies one transformation at each time it generates a candidate repair. It is unclear how to combine multiple transformations and still efficiently explore the enlarged space. Note that previous tools [20, 31] that apply multiple transformations produce only semantically simple patches. The overwhelming majority of the patches are incorrect and equivalent to simply deleting functionality [32].

### 6. RELATED WORK

**CodePhage:** Horizontal code transfer automatically locates correct code in one application, then transfers that code into another application [34]. This technique has been applied to eliminate otherwise fatal integer overflow, buffer overflow, and divide by zero errors and shows enormous potential for leveraging the combined talents and labor of software development efforts worldwide.

**ClearView:** ClearView is a generate-and-validate system that observes normal executions to learn invariants that characterize safe behavior [30]. It deploys monitors that detect crashes, illegal control transfers and out of bounds write defects. In response, it selects a nearby invariant that the input that triggered the defect violates, and generates patches that take a repair action to enforce the invariant.

SPR differs from ClearView in both its goal and its technique. SPR targets software defects that can be exposed by supplied negative test cases, which are not limited to just vulnerabilities. SPR operates on a search space derived from its transformation schemas to generate repairs, while ClearView generates patches to enforce violated invariants.

**GenProg, RSRepair, AE, and Kali:** GenProg [38, 20] uses a genetic programming algorithm to search a space of patches, with the goal of enabling the application to pass all considered test cases. RSRepair [31] changes the GenProg algorithm to use random search instead. AE [37] uses a deterministic search algorithm and uses program equivalence relations to prune equivalent patches during testing.

Previous work shows that, contrary to the design principle of GenProg, RSRepair, and AE, the majority of the reported patches of these three systems are implausible due to errors in the patch validation [32]. Further semantic analysis on the remaining plausible patches reveals that despite the surface complexity of these patches, an overwhelming majority of these patches are equivalent to functionality elimination [32]. The Kali patch generation system, which only eliminates functionality, can do as well [32].

Unlike GenProg [20], RSRepair [31], and AE [37], which only copy statements from elsewhere in the program, SPR defines a set of novel modification operators that enables SPR to operate on a search space which contains meaningful and useful repairs. SPR then uses its condition synthesis technique to efficiently explore the search space. Our results show that SPR significantly outperforms GenProg and AE in the same benchmark set. The majority of the correct repairs SPR generates in our experiments are outside the search space of GenProg, RSRepair, and AE.
PAR: PAR [17] is another prominent automatic patch generation system. PAR is based on a set of predefined human-provided patch templates. We are unable to directly compare PAR with SPR because, despite repeated requests to the authors of the PAR paper over the course of 11 months, the authors never provided us with the patches that PAR was reported to have generated [17]. Monperrus found that PAR fixes the majority of its benchmark defects with only two templates (“Null Pointer Checker” and “Condition Expression Adder/Remover/Replacer”) [25].

In general, PAR avoids the search space explosion problem because its human supplied templates restrict its search space. However, the PAR search space (with the eight templates in the PAR paper [17]) is in fact a subset of the SPR search space. Moreover, the difference is meaningful — the SPR correct repairs for at least 11 of our benchmark defects are outside the PAR search space (see Section 4.3). This result illustrates the fragility and unpredictability of using fixed patch templates.

SemFix and MintHint: SemFix [26] and MintHint [16] replace the faulty expression with a symbolic value and use symbolic execution techniques [4] to find a replacement expression that enables the program to pass all test cases. SemFix and MintHint are evaluated only on applications with less than 10000 lines of code. In addition, these techniques cannot generate fixes for statements with side effects.

Repair Model and Repair Shape: Martinez and Monperrus [24] propose to stage the program repair in three steps, error localization, selecting a repair shape, and repair synthesis. They also mine the past human repairs to obtain a probabilistic distribution of different repair shapes. The SPR transformation schemas, in contrast, enable SPR to preliminarily validate the result candidate patch templates and significantly reduce the number of candidate patches SPR needs to consider.

Debroy and Wong: Debroy and Wong [6] present a transformation-based patch generation technique. This technique either replaces an arithmetic operator with another operator or negates a condition. In contrast, SPR uses more sophisticated and effective transformations and search algorithms. None of the correct repairs in SPR’s search space for the 19 defects are within the Debroy and Wong search space.

NOPOL: NOPOL [7, 12] is an automatic repair tool focusing on branch conditions. It identifies branch statement directions that can pass negative test cases and then uses SMT solvers to generate repairs for the branch condition. A key difference between SPR and NOPOL is that SPR introduces abstract condition semantics and uses target condition value search to determine the value sequence of an abstract condition, while NOPOL simply assumes that the modified branch statement will always take the same direction during an execution. In fact, this assumption is often not true when the branch condition is executed multiple times for a test case (e.g., php-308734-308761 and php-310991-310999). In this case NOPOL will fail to generate a correct patch.

AutoFixE: AutoFix-E [36, 29] operates with a set of fix schemas to repair Eiffel programs with human-supplied specifications called contracts. SPR differs from AutoFixE in that it requires no specification and uses the staged program repair strategy to efficiently explore the search space.

Deductive Program Repair: Deductive Program Repair formalizes the program repair problem as a program synthesis problem, using the original defective program as a hint [19]. It replaces the expression to repair with a synthesis hole and uses a counterexample-driven synthesis algorithm to find a patch that satisfies a formal specification. SPR, in contrast, works with large real world applications, where formal specifications are typically not available.

Domain Specific Repair Generation: Other program repair systems include VEJOVIS [28] and Gopinath et al. [14], which applies domain specific techniques to repair DOM-related faults in JavaScript and selection statements in database programs respectively. SPR differs from all of this previous research in that it focuses on generating fixes for general purpose applications without human-supplied specifications.

Failure-Oblivious Computing: Failure-oblivious computing [33] checks for out of bounds reads and writes. It discards out of bounds writes and manufactures values for out of bounds reads. This eliminates data corruption from out of bounds writes, eliminates crashes from out of bounds accesses, and enables the program to continue execution after its normal execution path.

Bolt: Bolt [18] attaches to a running application, determines if the application is in an infinite loop, and, if so, exits the loop. A user can also use Bolt to exit a long-running loop. In both cases the goal is to enable the application to continue useful execution.

Cyclic Memory Allocation: Cyclic memory allocation eliminates memory leaks by cyclically allocating objects out of a fixed-size buffer [27].

Data Structure Repair: Data structure repair enables applications to recover from data structure corruption errors [9, 10]. It enforces a data structure consistency specification. This specification can be provided by a developer or automatically inferred from correct program executions [8].

Self-Stabilizing Java: Self-Stabilizing Java uses a type system to ensure that the impact of any errors are eventually flushed from the system, returning the system back to a consistent state [13].

7. CONCLUSION

The difficulty of generating a search space rich enough to correct defects while still supporting an acceptably efficient search algorithm has significantly limited the ability of previous automatic patch generation systems to generate successful patches [20, 37, 32]. SPR’s novel combination of staged program repair, parameterized transformation schemas, target value search, and condition synthesis highlight how a rich program repair search space coupled with an efficient search algorithm can enable successful automatic program repair.
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9. REPLICATION PACKAGE

We provide a full replication package for SPR at http://groups.cis.berkeley.edu/pac/spr/. The package contains a public AMI image for reproducing all of the experiments except fbc and a VM image for reproducing the fbc experiments. To reproduce the SPR experiment on a defect, start an EC2 instance or a VM and follow the step-by-step instructions inside the package.

Results: Table 3 summarizes the results available via the replication package for the 46 defects/changes for which SPR generates a plausible repair. The first 42 rows present results for defects, the last 4 rows present results for functionality changes. Column 1 (Defect/Change) presents the defect/change. Columns 2-5 present results from SPR running without a specified source file to repair. Columns 6-9 present results from SPR running with a specified source file to repair.

5 This is a superset of the set of defects/changes for which GenProg/AE generate plausible patches.

Columns 2 and 6 (Search Space) present the total number of candidate repairs in the SPR search space. A number X in Columns 3 and 7 (Gen At) indicates that the first generated plausible patch is the Xth candidate patch in SPR’s search space. Columns 4 and 8 (Correct At) present the rank of the first correct repair in the SPR search space (if any). Note that even if the correct repair is within the SPR search space, SPR may not generate this correct repair — the SPR search may time out before SPR encounters the correct repair, or SPR may encounter a plausible but incorrect repair before it encounters the correct repair.

Comparison With GenProg and AE: Columns 5 and 9 (Result) present for each defect whether the SPR repair is correct or not. Columns 10 and 11 present the status of the GenProg and AE patches for each defect. “Correct” in the columns indicates that the tool generated a correct patch. “Gen” indicates that the tool generated a plausible but incorrect patch. “No” indicates that the tool does not generate a plausible patch for the corresponding defect.
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